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Navigate the Aqua interface like a pro as you quickly master version 10.3 tasks, including managing your files and disks and customizing your Mac. From the basics of working with menus and desktop setup to the cool features of iTunes, iPhoto, and iChat, you'll handle your Mac with confidence. Full of step-by-step instructions and actual screenshots, "Mac OS X Version 10.3 Panther Fast & Easy" is the easy-to-understand guide you need. Less time, less effort, more results! 

This Fast & Easy guide from Premier Press will introduce you to the latest version of the innovative operating system from AppleMac OS X Version 10.3 Panther. This book will show you how to master the many and diverse features built into the Mac OS X Version 10.3 operating system--including some of the 150 new features added to the operating system--so you can work effectively with your Macintosh.

Mac OS X Version 10.3 Panther Fast & Easy teaches the steps that will enable you to navigate the Mac OS X interface (called the Aqua interface), manage your files and disks, and customize your Mac. Learn to surf the Web, chat with friends, handle your email and addresses, and schedule your time. You also will learn how to import and catalog your digital images, produce better home movies, enjoy your music files, recover from common emergencies, and use security features to protect your valuable files.

If you want to get the most from your Macintosh hardware, Mac OS X Version 10.3 Panther and this book provide everything you need to exploit your system's resources.
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SQL Server Advanced Data Types: JSON, XML, and BeyondApress, 2018

	SQL Server Advanced Data Types attempts to demystify the complex data types that are available to developers in modern versions of SQL Server. Over the last couple of years, I have noticed that many SQL developers have heard of each of the complex data types available in SQL Server but often avoid using them, as they are not sure how these...
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Language Implementation Patterns: Create Your Own Domain-Specific and General Programming LanguagesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
Knowing how to create domain-specific languages (DSLs) can give you a huge productivity boost. Instead of writing code in a general-purpose programming language, you can first build a custom language tailored to make you efficient in a particular domain.



The key is understanding the common patterns found across language...
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Chemical Energy and Exergy: An Introduction to Chemical Thermodynamics for EngineersElsevier Limited, 2004
This book is a beginners introduction to chemical thermodynamics for engineers. 
In the textbook efforts have been made to visualize as clearly as possible the main concepts of thermodynamic quantities such as enthalpy and entropy, thus making them more perceivable. Furthermore, intricate formulae in thermodynamics have been discussed as...
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Ouya Unity Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	As the Ouya technology is so new, finding information about developing for it can be  hard. This book covers all that you'll need to know to create your game and add great  features to it, such as controller functionality, animation, sounds, and monetization.  We'll even show you how to make it work on Android phones...
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Design Methodology for Intelligent Technical Systems: Develop Intelligent Technical Systems of the FutureSpringer, 2014

	Intelligent technical systems, which combine mechanical, electrical and software engineering with control engineering and advanced mathematics, go far beyond the state of the art in mechatronics and open up fascinating perspectives. Among these systems are so-called self-optimizing systems, which are able to adapt their behavior autonomously...
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Beginning Game Programming (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2004
Learn the essential skills needed to demystify game programming and harness the power of Windows® and DirectX®. "Beginning Game Programming" teaches you everything you need to know to write 2D and 3D games with C and DirectX 9 without any complex mathematics. Ease your way into this exciting new world by learning to write simple...
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